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Momentum presents a successful pilot project 
with Enersize

Momentum Industrial AB (“Momentum”) offers a simplified complete solution for energy 
optimization of industrial compressed air. The first step in this groundbreaking service is called 
"Leakage Reduction" and is now being tested in pilot projects. The Leakage Reduction service 
uses the cloud service "Compressed Air Services" from Enersize Advanced Research AB 
("Enersize" or "the Company"). Momentum reports today on Leakage Reduction at a Swedish 
pilot plant with a realized annual energy saving of as much as 33% and with a potential to save 
a total of over 50%.

Together with partners in Sweden and abroad, Enersize has simplified the partner model and 
created a module-based and integrated cloud service Compressed Air Services. This supports 
Enersize's partners so that they, together with their customers, achieve energy efficiency and 
constantly low leakage levels in customers' compressed air systems, among other things through 
a unique development ladder for continuous improvement and continuous monitoring and system 
analysis.

Compressed Air Services includes Q+AUDIT, which is used to momentarily collect objective 
compressed air data via battery-powered mobile sensors, analyze data and create an action 
program. In the next step are the modules Q+LEAQS, which is one of the world's most used 
software for leak detection and repair, as well as Q+MONI and Q+ZONE for continuous 
measurement and monitoring of industrial compressed air with the ability to scientifically measure 
leakage levels and optimize the whole system.

More information from Momentum is available on their  and  .web page LinkedIn channel

“I want to highlight how important our partnerships are for Enersize to be able to scale up its 
operations. In Sweden, Momentum is the guiding star that shows the way with its new services for 
profitable and sustainable industrial development, which, among other things, use our module-based 
cloud service Compressed Air Services. At Enersize, we are fully focused on supporting Momentum in 
developing what we believe are services that can revolutionize the market. Services that promote a 
new culture to drive energy optimization of industrial compressed air. The reported result is proof that 

", our services are working and I look forward to more successful projects together with Momentum
says CEO Anders Sjögren

For more information about Enersize, please contact:

Anders Sjögren, CEO
Phone: +46 730 76 35 30
E-mail: ir@enersize.com

The English text is an in-house translation of the original Swedish text. Should there be any disparities 
between the Swedish and the English text, the Swedish text shall prevail.

https://www.momentum-industrial.com/nyheter/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/momentum-industrial-ab/
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About Enersize

Enersize develops and delivers smart software, tools, and services to enable energy optimisation 
of industrial compressed air systems. The industry expertise of our people and solutions, together 
with a commitment to become the global leader in compressed air efficiency software, has made 
Enersize a recognised leader for customers around the world. Enersize is a merger of multiple 
Nordic companies with experience from more than 7,000 customer projects.

The company is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm First North Growth Market under the ticker: ENERS.
For more information visit https://enersize.com

Certified Adviser 
Mangold Fondkommission AB
E-mail: ca@mangold.se
Phone: +46 8 503 01 550

This information is information that Enersize is obliged to make public pursuant to the EU Market 
Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the contact 
persons set out above, at 2020-12-04 08:30 CET.
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